PETROMELANCHOLIA ORIENTATION PLAN

Keileweg 10
Tickets

Keileweg 18
Entrance through Sculpture Garden

Bureel
Chapter 4:
Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet

Exit

Laadruimte
Post-petromodern NYC
Exit to Bureel through courtyard

Barbarella
extra exhibition:
Santiago Sierra

Ruin (2nd floor, entrance and exit through Barbarella)
Chapter 3: Toxic Legacy and the Museum of Petromodern Futures

Chapter 1:
In Bed with Oil
Kathedraal + Containers

Brabo/Brutus
extra exhibition:
Atelier Van Lieshout

Barbaar
Chapter 2: Oil Encounters

PetroPropaganda Station
Hal1

Barbaar

Kathedraal + Containers
Chapter 1: In Bed with Oil

Brabo/Brutus
extra exhibition:
Atelier Van Lieshout

Barbaar
Chapter 2: Oil Encounters